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CHAPTER VII

SOCIAL MOBILITY

The foregoing political events and diverse economic
activities facilitated social-mobility in Telahgana in
particular and Andhxadesa in general.

Social mobility is
i

of two type^ horizontal and vertical.

Horizontal mobility

is geographical, i.e., movement from one place to another<
Vertical mobility is either upwards or downwards in the
social status of a family or a group of families.

These

movements are interrelated.

Horizontal mobility is caused mostly by the pressure
of population.

Political disturbances and religious conflicts

also make people go about in search of patronage and secu
rity.

In times of hardship or natural calamities, families

move seeking better chances of livelihood.

Vertical mobility

may broadly be defined as rise or fall in social status of
a family,

improvement in the economic status of a family

generally leads to a rise in its social status and such a
rise is quickly possible at a place far away from the native
home.

2

However, the status of a family has two aspects -

ritual and actual.

The ritual status is fixed by the

Dharmalastras^ whereas the actual status is determined by
economic and political factors.
Both the aspects of mobility, horizontal as well as
vertical, are present in Telangana during the period of the

present study.

The factors that led to this in Telangana

region may be said as (1) stable political conditions
(2) expansion in agriculture and trade (3)

increasing

bureaucratisation of administration and (4)

large-scale

military recruitments.

During the early phase of the period, Telanganaf
being an integral part of the Rastrakuta and calukya empires,
was almost free from political disturbances.

There were

no doubt troop movements across the region but It was free
from foreign attacks and did not become the scene of any
major war.

with the rise of the Kakatiyas, the erstwhile

samantas were also suppressed and the region was united
under the effective rule of the Kakatiyas.
develop a political individuality.

Telangana couM

About the same time, as

Vengl lost her political importance and was drawn into
4_
calukya-Oola
conflict,s
Telangana
attracted different
•
•
*
sections of people from the coastal Andhra.

Mobility of elite groups
The elite groups in the society are generally
brahmanas and rulers Including civil and military leaders,
rhe radical religious movements and the widespread network
of educational institutions, especially ghatikas and mathas
gave rise to a large elite section in the fourth caste also.

Mobil lty among brahman^
The brahmana community was one of the most mobile communities
in this age.

As the Rastrakutas
were patrons of Jainism,
♦
*

many Jain brahmanas migrated from coastal Andhra, especially
fjom Karmaraatra, to Telangana.

The family of Pampa, the

first poet in Kannada is known to have left Vangiporru
\ secured the patronage of the Vemulavada Calukyas.
wan a kamma brahmana, a brahmana from Kammanadu.
... '"'"7

*

•

5

and

Pampa
Other

m

famous poets Ranna (C^.D. 993)6 and Nagavarma I (C.A.D.
900)

7

and Durgasimha (C.A.D. 1200)

manas.

8

were also kamma brah

some of the generals in the service of Vikramaditya VI

•

*

9
Sarvadeva and Chavunda were of kamma kula.

It is of great

interest to note that Madiraja, the father of Basavesvara,
the founder of vlrasaivism,is described in a Kannada poem
'
in
of poet Harihara as belonging to kamma kula.

One of the

inscriptions from Sanigaram(A.D• 1149) refers to a danda„
11
nayaka Mandaparya of Atreya gotra as kammakulabharana.
On the other hand, the names cf most of the teachers in
the"Ghatikas of Perur, Alampur suggest that they were from
ri" "
-

*

"

Karnataka.
•

-

'

12

-

in the inscriptions of Telangana
and coastal
•

.

-

Andhra/ we come across brahmanas with the suffix of ----bhattu .
to their names and it is held that they were immigrants to
-

Andhra from Karnataka.

13

The great Kannada poet.pampa was a Jaina brahmana
and it is held that his family migrated to Vemulavada for
fear of persecution

14

at the hands of eastern Calukyas who

/

were SaivJLtes.

According to the Orugallu kaifiyat

15

many

Jains migrated to Anmakonda from Rajahmundry because Rajarajanarendra was hostile to the Jains.

Even from Tamilnadu

during this period, Jains appear to have migrated to Telangana1^ and probably settled at Kollipaka,

On the other hand,

it was the period when the

Saivite acaryas especially of the GolakI matha migrated
•

mi-

-

17
from Dahala
and established several branches of their
•

_

IQ

matha in different parts of Andhra including Telangana.
♦

•

The head of the GolakI matha invited vedic scholars of
different gotras to Andhra from Bengal and Tiniilnad.19

Vedic scholars also are found migrating from place
to place in search of work and livelihood.

When new agra-

haras were established, brahmanas from various parts of
the land were settled there.
(A.D. 1199)

The Manthena inscription

records the establishment of an agrahara,

Mallikarjunapuram by Tribhuvanavidya cakravartl Manchi
bhattopadhyaya, Ganapatideva*s priest.

Many brahmanas were

gifted even house-sites encouraging them to settle down in
the new agrahara.

The Kundavaram inscription

to a new settlement of brahmanas.
•

21

also refers

Gangadhara, a brahmana
•

from Vellankipura agrahara in Vengideia migrated to Anmakonda
22
and rose to prominence in the service of the Kakatiyas.
Another instance of mobility of brahmanas is the case of
23
Induluri family.

These are the instances by talented

brahmanas who sought service at the court.

Ruling elite
There is a strong tradition that the Rastrakutas appointed
their own people as the rulers of the conquered regions.

24

The Rastrakuta subordinates, the calukyas of Vemulavada
00*

0

m

and the Kakatiyas seem to have come from Karnataka.

But,

—
^
25
•che codas
of
. Kanduru migrated to Telangana
from Eruvanadu
•
*
•
»«
i
M.

_

;Ln Kj^rnool district and became prominent as the samantas
under the Rastrakutas.
*•
•

The calukyas
who were overthrown
*

by
the Rastrakutas,
appear to have migrated to Telangana
•*
• •
♦
•
and made Anmakonda their base.
•

26

it is known that the

0

predecessors of Tailapa II ruled from Anmakonda and Tailapa
• •

/ 27
took the title Lord of Trilingadesa.

After they rose to

imperial position, the calukyas of Kalyan followed the
policy of the Rastrakutas and many of their generals and
0

•

ministers are found at important places like Potlakere

28

•

29
Bhuvanagiri,

- 30
31
■ —
32
Perur,
Kbllipaka,
Gangapuram
and

—
33
Vemulavada.
During the reign of Rudradeva, after the famous
battle of Palnad (A.D. 1176), the velamas appear to have
migrated to Telangana from Coastal Andhra.

The velamas^ as

the name itself suggests, should have been the original in
habitants of Velanadu.

They appear to have been an agri

cultural community of Velariadwho rose to political promi
nence at the court of the Durjayas cf Chandol and later in
- 34
Palnad.
,

After their defeat at the hands of the reddis,
..*

• "

the velamas might have crossed the Krishna and entered

271
Telangana.

it is also not improbable that Rudradeva who

was planning to invade Velanadu welcomed, the Velamas with
the hope that they could be of help to him in destroying
the Durjayas.

Soon, the velamas became very powerful at

the Kakatiya court and justified the hopes of Rudradeva by
«

_ _

becoming rayasthapanacaryas

35

in times of trouble in the

Kakatiya history.
Another element that appears to have made the social
texture of Telangana complex was the infiltration of the
Marathas.
0

Since the time of Rudradeva there had developed

■

a conflict between the Yadavas and Kakatiyas and Rudra and
his brother Mahadeva died at the hands of the Yadavas.
Rudramamba avenged the defeats by carrying the victorious
-

-

*

Kakatiya arms upto the gates of Devagiri.

37

With a view to

create more troubles to the Yadava king, Rudrama gave one
of her daughters, Rudrama, in marriage to Ellanadeva, a
—

Yadava prince who was at her court.

38

in the course of

these conflicts, it appears many Maratha soldiers and
generals were left' behind.

They moved southward and settled

in Arehhumi( considered to be a region around srjiallaffl
-

inhabited by the Marathas.
Vallur-Gandikota.
• •

39

They rose to prominence at

jannigadeva, the Kayastha chief of

*

-

•

40

Gandikota became bahattaraniyoqadhipatl

under Ganapati.

Mobility of Non-elites

The mobility of non-elite groups wae somewhat
restricted.

They were generally bound to the land and

native locality.
among them.

But, mobility is not completely absent

Expansion of agriculture, extensive tank and

teriple building and development of trade gave rise to movemert of people from one place to another leading to the
grcwth of urban centres.
of A.D. 1313

41

The warangal fort inscription

refers to the gift of some money to God

Saliasralinga Ganapatisvara by Kampus belonging to Sannaqara1
•

'

L-

puoada and Panuqantlwada. Evidently, the Kampus of Sanigaram
*
•
0
and Panugal moved to the capital city, probably in search
of work.

Trade also made for mobility.

inscriptions

42

One of the Perur

refers to Aruvanakaram of the place.

a merchant guild composed of Tamil merchants.

It was

They settled

dosm at Perur and built a temple for Aravanakaresvaradeva.
43
However, the Malakapuram inscription
records a
gnnt of an aqrahara by Ganapatideva's daughter in A.D. 1261
to Diksaquru Visvesvara ^ambhu along with the peasants and
cultivators.

A later inscription from warangal district

prohibited the migration of peasants from a village granted
44
to the brahmanas.

This might mean, as B.N.S. Yadava

suggests, a restriction on the mobility on the peasants
and cultivators by the ruling classes.

45

Rise of peasant-warrior communities

The rise of the peasant-warrior communities and
the absorption of aboriginal tribes into the traditional
social order are two good examples of vertical social
mobility during this period.

This is upward movement.

But earlier ruling families,

supposed to have been ksatriyas,

entered into marriage alliances with the rising political
groups.

This is an instance of downward movement in social

scale.

During the Kakatiya period, communities such as the
/elamas, reddis and kammas rose to political prominence.
• •

They were originally agriculturists (kapus).

The constant

warfare during the eastern Calukyan period gave them an
opportunity to join military services. War provided scope
for plunder and become rich and powerful.

Gradual^ through

loyal and efficient service^ they rose to high positions of
status such as mantri, pradhani, dandanayaka, mandalika and
0 •
0 •
«.
46
samanta.
Thus, a section who took to arms was formed out
of the peasant communities.

This may be termed as the

nayaka community and the elite took suffixes like nayaka,

—

—

nayadu.
,

.

and nidu.

*

.

•«-

The Palnativiracaritra

47

refers to

viranayakas of different communities that took part in the
-

-

battle of Karempudi.

-

-

The Mallenayaka of Matedu inscriptions

belonged to pulinda community.

/
of Godisala inscription

Rajanayaka and Katayanayaka

49
were brahmanas.

Brahmanayadu of

48

Pained belonged to the veloma community,

Musunuri Proloya-

nayaka and Kapayannyaka are considered to have belonged
to the kamma community.
(A.D. 1251)

51

50

An Inscription at Yanamadala

- refers to a gift by the sons of Muktasani,

Katamareddi
and Bayya Reddi.
•
• e
• *

In the same epigraph, the

son of her sister Dannesani is referred to as Errangomminayadu
and her brother-in-law as Surapanayadu.
0
•

Thus.the
*

suffix nayadu or nayaka did not signify a sub-caste but
#

only elites who achieved military authority and official
position,

it seems that velamas differentiated themselves

from other nayaka communities by calling themselves gadma-.
nayakas.

Many feudatory families ruling over Telangana and
*

4

coastal Andhra under the overlordship of Kakatiyas belonged
to the fourth caste and who rose in status by the strength
of their arms.

The Kotas of Amaravati, the Reddis of
•

0

•

Pillalamarri, Vardhamanapuram and Palampet are some examples.
After the fall of the Kakatiyas, the Andhra country witnessed
the establishment of independent kingdoms at Rekapalli by
the kamma chiefs of the Musunuri family, at Addanki by the
panta reddis and at Rachakonda by the velamas.
■■

..."* 'It

9

These exam-

•

pies show the upward vertical mobility of the peasant
community.

Satsudras
The peasant warrior communities who rose to political import
ance naturally aspired for corresponding social status.

The

Bekkallu inscription

52

of Malli Reddi refers to the upward
• •

mobility of the fourth vama.

Malli Reddi says that because

they were looked down upon as they were supposed to have
been bom of the feet of Brahma, they accepted jainism,
practised truth, non-violence and other virtues and became
sistas (pure).
status.
of dlksa

jainism thus raised the sudras in the social

The radical saivite sects introduced the practice
53

initiation which gave some sort of ritual purity

to the 6ucras, who began to claim to be satisudras.

One of

the Draksr arama inscriptions describes the donor as satsu-

-

dracudamari.

54

/-

These sudras began to claim even equality

with brahranas.

In the inscriptions of coastal Andhra we

come across statements like Vipparla vamsa iti vipra
«

kulopamanit

t:

55

/
56
and Caturthavamsas caturanana.

e case of the Kakatiyas is itself example of upward

social roibility.

The early inscriptions give different

origins )f the family.

-

The Bayyaram tank inscription

says thct the Kakatiyas belong to Durjayakula.

57

The rulers

of Velauadu were Durjayas who clearly described themselves
as sudras.58
inscription

60

The Mangallu plates59 and the Khajipet Dargah
*

—-

call the family as samanta vistivamsa which
✓

—

nay me.in vistivamsa who; . rose to samanta status.

The term

• •

•vIsti has been discussed at length by scholars.

It is held

t.iat the term meant forced labour employed also in agricultire.

61

The Telugu word vetti, which means forced labour

is derivable from the Sanskrit word visti.

The early members

276
of the family are Erlya Rastrakuta and Gur.daya Rastra)aita.
The personal names give rise to the doubt that they belonged
to a forest or hill tribe*

it seems, therefore, that the

Kakatiyas were originally an aboriginal tribe who took to
agriculture and then entered the military service of the
Rastrakutas.
• •

They soon became generals and frontier gaurds

•

—
of the Rastrakutas.
•

•

**
62
—
63
The Lingala
and Vardhamanapuram

•

inscriptions attribute sudra origin to Kakatiyas.

The

early members of the dynasty were Jains but from Beta II
they became adherents of Kalamukha saivism.

As mentioned
_

/

above. Jainism and radical Saivism helped the Kakatiyas
in rising higher in social status.

From the time of Rudra-

deva onwards, they switched on to brahnianical religion and
attained political supremacy.

The Kakatiyas, after Ganapati-

deva1 s time were referred to as ksatriyas .

64

However,

9

Vidyanatha, the court poet of Prataparudra, says that the
fame of the Kakatiya family excels that of solar and lunar
races,implying thereby that they belonged to neither.

Aboriginal tribes
From about the 7th century A.D. many of the aboriginal
tribes

• such as the sabaras-, pulindas and boyas were

absorbed into the traditional social order.

Such a process

of acculturation was necessitated by the expansion of agri
culture through the multiplication of aqraharas and by
increased military requirements.

The Rastrakutas recruited

sabaras into their army#

, Govinda IV# after conquering

Vengl^ posted his feudatory iabara chiefs
for seven years.66

who held Vengi

The Eastern Calukyas encouraged the

boy as of Bo yaviharadesa to accept service under them.
After the destruction of bova kottams, the boyas had spread
"

_

T

"

n

........

_

over entire Andhra including Telangana.

They seem to

have been admitted into all castes of the Hindu society

—

y—

from brahmana to sudra.

68

Some of them joined civil and

military services under the Durjayas of Velanadu and rose
#

to very high positions such as mandalika and mahamandale7 *

s

svara.

69

'

#

•
»

Jillaboya was a general in the service cf Velanati
•

_

Rajendracoda.

His brother Naraboya# the ruler of Divi,

was the founder of the Ayya family.

70

After the occupation

of Divi# Ganapatideva married Narama and Perama, the prin
cesses of Divi and appointed their brother Jayapa as
—
—
—
71
Galasahini in the Kakatiya army.

Jayapa, as already noted

#

was a great Sanskrit scholar and wrote Nrittaratnavali# a
treatise on dance in Sanskrit.

The pulindaS' were another tribe that were absorbed
into the Hindu social order through military service. The
Matedu
records dated in the year A.D. 1120#Sfcates that a
•
•
pulinda chief Mahasamanta Veraabola Boddamma Mallenayaka
of Matedu was a bantu of mahamandalesvara Kakatiya Prolaraju
who was himself a feudatory of Tribhuvanamalla Vikramaditya72
VI,
The statement of Mallenayaka that the pulinda kula
#

—..1

was created by Brahma to protect the four vamas implies

the high status he claimed.

The inscriptions record the

building of several temples by Mallenayaka for gods
Isvara, Narayana and Aditya.

He excavated a tank called

Mallasamudram and granted lands to the temples of Mallesvara,
Kesavadeva and Vinayaka.

All these lands were Irrigated

by the waters of Mallasamudram.

The inscription gives a detailed account of Mallenayaka's geneology.

His forefather, Buchena, belonged to

Vernabolakula, a clan of the pulindas.

The pulindas/ as a

trans-Vindhyan non-aryan tribe/ have been mentioned in asso-

ciation with the Andhras in the Aitareya Brahmana.

73

They

might have lived in northern parts of Telangana and been
gradually integrated into the brahmanical social order.

It

is possible that Mallenayaka remembered his ancestry at the
time of the record.

Buchena was described as kotamalla which means
•fighter of forts'.

He might have joined the Calukyan army
#

and distinguished himself in capturing forts.

Buchena's

third son, Reva joined the army of Kakati Beta, perhaps
Beta II, and participated in many wars and protected the
Kakatiya kingdom.

He received many villages and titles

in recognition of their service.

These two inscriptions

give us to understand how the members of the hill and forest
tribes rose in social and political status by the strength
of arms.

The present donor mahasamanta Vemabola Boddamma
— .... —.

Mallenayaka is the sen of Reva.
his mother.

-

-

mr

* *

Boddama might have been

2?y
Thus, the sabaras, pulindas and boyas who were
aboriginal tribes got slowly integrated into the mainstream
of the society as different castes through agricultural
activity and military service.
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